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INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

File No. 3000.9 (OPS) .

Date: 5

To:

From:

"......

~ Subject: . Road Block on the Kigali - Gatuna Corridor

1. At several occas very important convoys have been
stopped and delayed hours at the RGF road block on the
road from Kigali to Gatuna in grid 062294. The RGF unit on
th~ spot puts mines on the roads during the night.

2. Written protest on this matter has been laid down by the
Force Commander directly to the Minister of Defence.
Nevertheless, the mines were put on the road again the
night of 04/05 Jan 94.

3. DMZ Sector Commander is requested to discuss this
unacceptable situation with the Byumba RGF Sector Commander
and explain that the gap in the minefield at that check
point must remain open at all times. The mines can be
close by. If the tensions increase, the RGF Commander
inform the DMZ Sector Commander that he wishes to put them
back in.

4. Another option, which is much less effective, is that the
mines are in place but the expert mine~cleaning person be
always available on the spot to take them out. This is not
very effective ~nd has inherent risks.
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Concerning code cable UNQHtJR of at Dec 93 page 3/3

After going to Embassy of UGANDA, and speaking to Charge
d'Affaires we can confirm that from Ugandese side the border is
opened ..
They can not say what is the situation at the Rwandese side.
As we do not have any names of the people which crossed the
border as referred in the cable, it is difficult to find out
where they live or what they do .....
We can ask to KABALE to inform us about the most used crossing
place •••
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